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MUNICH: Joachim Loew has attempted to dampen
German fans’ Euro 2020 euphoria after a thrilling 4-2
win over Portugal boosted his side’s chances of reaching
the knockout stages. Germany bounced back from los-
ing their opening Group F game to world champions
France with an emphatic victory over the holders on
Saturday as Kai Havertz and Robin Gosens shone.

The result in Munich blew the group wide open, but
Germany need to beat Hungary, who managed a sur-
prise 1-1 draw with France, to be sure of reaching the

last 16. “The next game will perhaps be even more
dogged, because Hungary stand deeper and defend
with eight or nine men,” warned Loew.

On Saturday night, the streets of Munich’s city cen-
ter were full of jubilant fans celebrating the victory after
arguably Germany’s best performance since the 2014
World Cup that they won in Brazil. But Loew, in his last
tournament in charge, tried to temper expectations.
“Nothing of significance has happened, we have only
won a game, but now come further challenges which

will be just as testing,” he said.

World Cup lesson
Loew’s warning is based on bitter recent experience.

At the 2018 World Cup in Russia, Germany bounced
back after a shock 1-0 defeat to Mexico in their open-
ing game with a last-gasp 2-1 win over Sweden, only to
then finish bottom of the group after being stunned by
South Korea.

Nevertheless, at the Allianz Arena there were

encouraging signs all over the field for the coach, not
least from left-back Gosens who came of age with an
outstanding display. The 26-year-old Atalanta player
headed in Germany’s fourth goal to add to his two
assists, while his spectacular early volley also hit the
back of the net, but was ruled out by VAR because
Serge Gnabry was offside.

Despite dominating the early exchanges in front of
nearly 13,000 fans in a crowd limited by Covid-19
restrictions, Germany were caught out by a counter-

attacking move which led to Cristiano Ronaldo giving
Portugal the lead.

It was the first time Ronaldo has scored against
Germany and extended his record of 12 goals scored at
five European Championship finals. However, the hosts
roared back with four unanswered goals as Havertz and
Gosens scored after sustained German pressure forced
own goals by Ruben Dias and Raphael Guerreiro.

Against France the Germans tightened their defense
but failed to create chances. Faced with Portugal, they
cut loose and attacked the space Ronaldo’s side gener-
ously allowed them. “It was a very strong performance
for us against the technically sound and counter attack-
minded Portuguese,” said Loew. “We showed a lot of
morale especially after falling behind, did not lose the
thread and kept calm. We overwhelmed Portugal’s
defense a few times.”

‘A little euphoria’
Germany have injury concerns for Wednesday as

Ilkay Gundogan, Mats Hummels and Gosens all limped
off in the second half. “Hummels’ knee ligament has
flared up again, with Robin it was the adductor, Ilkay
Gundogan took a blow to the calf,” said Loew. “We did-
n’t want to take any risks, but I don’t think it’s anything
dramatic and if all goes well, it should be okay.”

Loew explained it had been part of the plan to play
with “a completely different power on attack” com-
pared to the France game by “creating more danger on
the wings”. However, the Germans know they cannot
expect the same space to attack against the Hungarians
in Munich on Wednesday.

“Hungary will be a tough opponent, one we should
not underestimate. They are very strong defensively and
will be tough to crack,” warned Havertz, who responded
after a poor display against France with a goal and
assist.

Despite Loew’s efforts to play down the win, the
mood in the German camp has lifted dramatically. “It’s
fun to play in this atmosphere, the cauldron is bub-
bling,” said Thomas Mueller. “We have three points and
things in our own hands. We mustn’t overdo it and
become arrogant, but we can believe in our own quality
and allow ourselves to feel a little euphoria.” — AFP

Loew dampens German Euro
euphoria after Portugal rout

Spain battling for
Euro lives after
Poland stalemate
SEVILLE: Nine years after winning their third major
tournament in a row, Spain are struggling to qualify for
the knockout stage of Euro 2020 after only drawing their
first two group matches. Coach Luis Enrique said if
Saturday’s 1-1 draw with Poland had been a boxing
match, his team would have won on points but his team
looked like they were on the ropes and lacking a knock-
out punch. After starting with a stalemate against Sweden
last week, Spain now sit third in Group E and need to
beat Slovakia on Wednesday to guarantee qualification
for the last 16. Placed in a group that appeared one of the
kindest in the draw and cosseted by a format that allows
all but the very weakest to go through, failing to reach the
next round would be nothing less than a humiliation for
Spain. “I was expecting more,” said Luis Enrique. “I was
expecting six points and zero goals conceded but this is
the situation.”

Luis Enrique complained last week about the state of
the pitch at La Cartuja in Seville where Spain are playing
their three group games, a gripe that was repeated by
Manchester City midfielder Rodri on Saturday. Jordi Alba,
La Roja’s stand-in captain in the absence of Sergio
Busquets, said they also “lacked a bit of luck” as Gerard
Moreno’s penalty struck the post while Alvaro Morata
failed to convince despite his opening goal.

One explanation favored by the Madrid press is that
the squad has talent but not leaders, the kind of survival
instinct a 35-year-old Sergio Ramos might have provided.
“Carles Puyol, Sergio Busquets, Sergio Ramos — they
give you fear, it will be a battlefield,” former Germany
striker and coach Jurgen Klinsmann told the BBC. “This
Spain team is full of technical talent, they know how to
read the space and when to play, but there is no fear of
them anymore.”

Spanish downturn
Busquets was in the stands against Poland after

receiving a negative COVID-19 test and he should return
against Slovakia, but Spain’s problems appear to run
deeper. They have now managed just one win in their last
eight games at major tournaments, a run stretching across
five years, and have scored more than one goal in only
two of those matches. Since thrashing Italy at Euro 2012
to complete their historic hat-trick, Spain have recorded
five victories in 13 tournament games, one of those a dead
rubber against Australia at the 2014 World Cup when
they had already crashed out in the group.

Luis Enrique was appointed in 2018 to sharpen the
focus and oversee a shift in approach, to tweak Spain’s
possession style and bring them in line with the game’s
more modern, physical style. Yet there has been little evi-
dence of it at Euro 2020, where his team have racked up
almost 2,000 passes in two games for the return of a sin-
gle goal. Robert Lewandowski showed what can be done
even with a scarcity of opportunities, his brilliant back-
post header in the second half on Saturday a clear
demonstration of the cold, clinical finishing that Spain
desperately lack. He gives Poland hope, given they will go
through as runners-up if they beat Sweden and Spain’s
final match against Slovakia produces a winner.—AFP

MUNICH: Germany’s forward Kai Havertz (left) celebrates with Germany’s midfielder Toni Kroos after scoring his team’s third
goal during the UEFA EURO 2020 Group F football match between Portugal and Germany at Allianz Arena in Munich,
Germany, on Saturday. — AFP

SEVILLE: Spain’s midfielder Ferran Torres (center) vies for
the ball with Poland’s goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny (right)
during the UEFA EURO 2020 Group E football match between
Spain and Poland at La Cartuja Stadium in Seville, Spain, on
Saturday. — AFP

Barcelona move to
give Depay ‘something
extra’: De Boer
AMSTERDAM: Netherlands coach Frank de Boer is
hopeful Memphis Depay’s Euro 2020 form will be posi-
tively impacted after the confirmation the striker will
play for Barcelona next season. Depay has long been
linked with a move to the Camp Nou and on Saturday
Barcelona announced the 27-year-old had signed a two-
year deal to join on a free transfer from Lyon.

“Maybe the transfer to Barcelona will give him some-
thing extra to help him perform at his best,” De Boer told
reporters yesterday ahead of the Dutch team’s final Euro
2020 Group C game against North Macedonia in
Amsterdam today. “We need Memphis at his best to go
as far as we want in this tournament but we have confi-
dence in him and he is a confident player.”

Depay, who scored 20 goals in Ligue 1 for Lyon in the
season just finished, converted a penalty in the
Netherlands’ 2-0 win over Austria on Thursday in front
of watching Barcelona coach Ronald Koeman. However
he has come in for some criticism from some Dutch fans
and media for failing to take other chances.

“I think Memphis is his first critic and I’m sure the
criticism doesn’t affect him,” De Boer said of the former
Manchester United player, who is a huge star in the
Netherlands. “He knows if he played well or not so let’s
hope for the Netherlands that he can reach the level that
we have in mind.”

The Oranje have already secured qualification for the
last 16 as winners of Group C after beating both Ukraine
and Austria in their first major tournament since the 2014
World Cup. “When we are doing well we can beat any-
body. Hopefully we can grow into the tournament and
we still have some better performances to come,” said
De Boer, whose team will play in Budapest in the first
knockout round against one of the best third-placed
sides on June 27.

Victory there would set up a quarter-final in Baku
against the runners-up in either Group A or B. “We

know our path to the final and to get to the final you
have to win every game, so I don’t really care who we
play next,” De Boer said. “We have no influence on it.”

De Boer said he would make two changes to his team
for today’s game at the Johan Cruyff Arena, the outcome
of which is academic for both sides: North Macedonia
are already eliminated after losing both matches so far.

“They want to get their first ever points at a tourna-
ment. They are proud to be here, but we want to win and
will be taking it seriously,” said De Boer. “There is no
way we will be taking them lightly. They beat Germany
2-1 recently (in a World Cup qualifier) so this will not be
an easy game.” — AFP

Glen Kamara, Finland’s
quiet threat who took
stand against racism
HELSINKI: Finland’s fans will have eyes on star strik-
ers Teemu Pukki and Joel Pohjanpalo as the Euro 2020
debutants face Belgium today, but one of the team’s
greatest assets will be quietly effective midfielder Glen
Kamara.

“I’m very close to saying that he is, these days, the
best player on the team,” Janne Oivio, sports journalist
at Finnish newspaper Ilta-Sanomat, told AFP of the
25-year-old who this season helped undefeated
Rangers to the Scottish Premiership title. But the soft-
ly-spoken Kamara was recently thrust into the lime-
light not for his footballing skills but for being racially
abused by Slavia Prague defender Ondrej Kudela.

Born in Finland to Sierra-Leonean parents before
moving to London aged 12, Kamara has impressed at
the Euro, winning praise for his skill in tight spaces, his
knack for winning duels, and his composure under
pressure. “He’s very relaxed all the time (on the pitch),
but that doesn’t mean he’s not fighting,” Finland coach
Markku Kanerva told reporters, calling Kamara “defi-
nitely one of our key players”.

At a Europa League match in March, however,
footage shows the normally serene Kamara reacting
with disbelief after Kudela covers his mouth and says
something into his ear. “I felt humiliated. All my family,
friends, fans, whoever is watching, I felt like a little
boy,” Kamara later told UK channel ITV.

UEFA handed Kudela a 10-match ban — the mini-
mum sanction for “racist behavior”. Kamara himself,
meanwhile, was banned for three matches for physical-
ly retaliating while in the tunnel — and has since been
targeted “daily” by online racist abuse.

The midfielder now declines to take the knee as an
anti-racism gesture before the Euro matches. “If UEFA
genuinely wants to ‘Show racism the red card’, then it’s
time to stop the tokenism and take a zero-tolerance
approach,” he said in a statement.—AFP

ZEIST: Netherlands’ forward Memphis Depay takes part in
their MD-1 training session in Zeist yesterday on the eve of
their UEFA EURO 2020 Group C football match against North
Macedonia. — AFP


